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The name Lagos comes from a Celtic settlement, derived from the Latin Lacobriga , the name of the
settlement was established during the pre- Punic civilizations. It became an early settlement of the
Carthaginians , who recruited Celtic tribesmen in their war against the Romans the Punic Wars. Owing to its
already important harbour, it was colonized by the Romans and integrated into the Roman province of
Lusitania , becoming known as Lacobriga. With the fall of Rome, the town of Lagos was occupied in the 6th
century by the Visigoths from the Kingdom of Toledo and later by the Byzantines. The Moors arrived in the
8th century from North Africa, renaming the settlement Zawaia meaning lago, or lake. It became part of the
much larger coastal region of al-Gharb, which eventually became known as the algarve. The Moors fortified
the town with Lagos Castle and established important trade links to Northern Africa from their bases in the
Iberian peninsula. Kingdom[ edit ] Even as King Afonso Henriques advanced to the south, the Christian
Reconquista never made it into Algarve and Alentejo, and remained under Moorish control. From this period
on the King began self-styling himself as the "King of Portugal and the Algarve", stressing the fact that the
Algarve which had for so long been ruled by the Moors as a foreign country had been annexed into the
dominion of the Portuguese. Lagos became an independent jurisdiction under the rule of King Peter I in King
John I assembled his fleet in the harbour of Lagos, before setting sail for the siege and conquest of the city of
Ceuta in This was the first step in opening the Muslim world to medieval Europe, which in fact led to the Age
of Discovery with Portuguese explorers sailing across the whole world. By the 15th century, Lagos became
the centre of Portuguese maritime exploration, with ships ordered south to trace the shoreline of Africa in
order to find routes to India. From here he directed expeditions to Morocco and to the western coast of Africa
with caravels , lateen -rigged ships with excellent seafaring capabilities. Lagos was also the home port for Gil
Eanes who was the first to sail beyond Cape Bojador in , after a failed attempt in that put him out of favour
with the, then considered the end of the world. The act of rounding the Cape, much like the later rounding of
the Cape of Good Hope , permitted Eanes and the navigators that followed to advance into the African
subcontinent. It was also the gateway for the first African slaves into post-medieval Europe. The demand for
the indentured labour force was so high that, by , profit on Mauritanian slaves was percent. Lisbon, began to
prosper, with ships returning directly from the colonies of the Azores, Madeira and Brazil, while trading
houses began to relocate to the capital. But, even as the wealth arrived in Lisbon and Lagos, the ostentation
was widely on display in the royal residences. When Portugal came under Spanish rule, the Portuguese coast
became a target for the English fleet. One of them was the lateth-century Ponta da Bandeira Fort in Lagos,
which was completed between and according to the stone inscription over the main door. From to , Lagos was
a high-profile capital of the Algarve, until the old Portuguese town was destroyed by the earthquake and
tsunami of Two well-known naval battles took place off Lagos, reflecting its strategic location: These may be
dated from the Serravallian , which, constitute the oldest marine mammal occurrence in Algarve.
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Esta Ãºltima entrega de la saga de Los lagos saliÃ³ dos aÃ±os despuÃ©s de Sizigia y fue como una especie de regalo
que querÃa hacerles Juani HernÃ¡ndez a sus lectores, ya que segÃºn lo que investiguÃ© esta iba a ser una trilogÃa y
la verdad se puede notar en la forma como se escribiÃ³ los tres primeros libros.
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lucha por su libertad.
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